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imaginary non-entity” without which, however, the “universe” (the panopticon) “would collapse” (116). In turn, the fear of—or, by extension,
the belief in—God paradoxically rests upon the very fact of his fictionality
or nonexistence: for fear is the “intrusion of something radically other,
something unknown into our world. And it is from this fear that we would
escape,” if we could be sure that God really existed, or at least we would
fear him in the way we fear “all the real entities we…designate as maleficent, like, for example, vicious dogs” (117). That God is dead, in other
words, solves nothing, for it was precisely his nonexistence that had always
structured the world. The only way to “escape” the rule of this present
absence would be to endow it with the one feature it does not possess:
existence. By making God’s dubious presence the focus of his book, Bozovic refuses us too easy an escape, leaving us to ponder instead the prisonhouse of the human mind.

Shankar Raman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, ed. The Postcolonial Middle Ages. New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 2000. 286 pp. ISBN 0312219296.
In The Postcolonial Middle Ages, the editor Jeffrey Cohen has organized a compelling volume of essays that discusses the Middle Ages in
light of the critical paradigm of postcolonialism. What this volume sets out
to accomplish is not only an application of current theory to a historical
period, but rather as Cohen writes in his introduction, an attempt to interrogate postcolonial theory’s inability to confront its own postcolonial tendencies towards the Middle Ages. In particular, the inefficacy of
postcolonial studies to confront the problem of time where the Middle
Ages is often seen as just an abyss, one usually referred to only in considering the mythic origins of contemporary history or in constructing
“modern” history. However, Cohen does believe that even though “time
itself becomes a problem for postcolonial studies,” he thinks that “the
medieval ‘meridian’ or ‘middle’” can become a useful tool in rethinking
what postcolonial might signify (3). In essence, he writes that this work
has a dual agenda:
Janus-faced, biformis, the postcolonial Middle Ages performs a
double work, so that the alliance of postcolonial theory and medieval studies might open up the present to multiciplicity, newness,
difficult similarity conjoined to complex difference.(8)
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Though theoretically in considering time he tries to open up the volume,
he does decide that the book will focus geographically on the West. He
explains the reasons behind this partial geographic focus by stating that
the volume considers first the decolonization of “Europe.” The various
essays look closely at the medieval textual fantasies that this “Europe” creates as well as the products of European contact and colonization. All the
essays in the volume suggest that “Europe” as unified concept is “a recent
fiction that travels back in time problematically” (8). The one other firm
objective that Cohen presents in the introduction involves the reasons why
there is an inordinate number of essays focusing on England. He writes
that “this imbalance was a deliberate choice, accomplished because
England has such a tight grip on the critical imaginary of North American
medievalists (and postcolonial theorists)” (8). He wants to loosen the grip
a bit on both groups (North American medievalists and postcolonial theorists) by showing the “violences and internal colonizations” upon which
Englishness was established and illuminating the postcolonial histories
behind contemporary theoretical paradigms (8).
The book begins with an essay by Suzanne Conklin Akbari entitled
“From Due East to True North: Orientalism and Orientation.” This first
essay is a wonderful beginning because it precisely reconsiders the geography of the Middle Ages as a tripartite division rather than an East/West
duality. She argues against Said’s understanding of geography arranged
along a binary division, “where the orient exists only to the extent that it
mirrors fantastically its colonizer” (8). The article explains succinctly that
medieval geography was a much more flexible classification that thought
along the lines of climactic extremes that enshrined Asia as the happy
middle area. She points out that the cold North only started to be thought
of as a desirable West during the fourteenth century; “the once-temperate
East becomes the overheated mirror of this newly invented Occident” (9).
Her essay is a perfect beginning for this volume because it reevaluates the
geography of the Middle Ages and lays a firm foundation in which to continue analyzing the period.
The end of the volume, chapter 14, is framed with Michael Uebel’s article “Imperial Fetishism: Prester John among the Natives.” This article is a
compelling ending because it considers the geographical drives of constructing utopias and shows how early “modern” and “modern” texts have used
Prester John as a fetish to alter reality and create utopias. He discusses how
a list of gifts becomes a compensation for the geographical loss of the Holy
Land and these lists fragment and keep the East in the possession of the West
by making them into discrete facta, fracturing them into commodified and
measurable units. He connects fetishism and imperialism in a disparate array
of texts: twelfth-century narratives about Prester John, Christopher Columbus’s journal, and an early-twentieth-century book for boys—John Buchan’s
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Prester John. While Akbari’s essay reevaluates geography and lightly considers the question of time, Uebel’s completes this cycle of essays by interrogating the use of past time in relation to geographic conquest.
With these two neat frames, the most lucrative way to organize the
rest of the volume is in topical groups: Chaucer, late medieval England,
the Celts, the Crusades and the Latinate East, and finally what I would call
the Theory group. All of these essays are incredibly concerned and focused
on theoretical issues; however, I would like to differentiate the last group
as the Theory group because their essays tend to focus on the theoretical
questions surrounding postcolonialism in which they bring examples from
the medieval period while the other essayists focus on the medieval texts
that produce postcolonial problems.
In this last group, there is also a split amongst the articles. Chapter 2,
Kathleen Biddick’s “Coming Out of Exile: Dante on the Orient Express”;
chapter 6, Kathleen Davis’ “Time behind the Veil: The Media, the Middle
Ages and Orientalism Now”; and chapter 7, John Ganim’s “Native Studies: Orientalism and Medievalism,” are three essays that really consider the
question of time in postcolonial theory. Biddick’s article is a reevaluation
of Said’s Orientalism on its twentieth anniversary in light of what she calls
the “technologies of exile” (43). She analyzes how Dante’s Vita Nuova
and the contemporary Orhan Pamuk’s The New Life grapple with the
“technologies of exile” which in essence, she uses as a metaphor (as well as
a wonderfully well read critique of the phenomena) for medievalists to
engage in the temporality of postcolonial history.
Davis’ essay also confronts contemporary postcolonialism’s tendency
to have problems understanding the temporal. She discusses the idea of
spatialized time where traveling to the Orient simultaneously becomes a
step into the past, a way to make geographical space a medieval time. Similar to Cohen’s introduction and Biddick’s own thoughts on the subject,
Davis’ article is a call to arms addressed to medievalists to engage in the
current debates which would facilitate dialogue that would help make the
Middle Ages comprehensible to contemporary theorists.
John Ganim’s essay can be considered one of the essential texts in this
volume because it deals with the history of medieval studies and its postcolonial context. The point of his chapter is to emphasize that
the idea of the Middle Ages as it developed from its earliest formulations in the historical self-consciousness of Western Europe
is part of what we used to call an identity crisis, a deeply uncertain
sense of what the West is and should be. The idea of the Middle
Ages as a pure Europe (or England or France or Germany) both
rests on and reacts to an uncomfortable sense of instability about
origins, about what the West is and from where it came. (125)
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Ganim considers the history of medievalism and its scholarship (during the
eighteenth century’s celebration of medieval romance and its exoticism as
well as the twentieth century’s anthropological scholarship which saw the
primitivism in the medieval past) and sees the medieval past as a site of
duality. He writes that “Beneath its apparent stability as an idea, the Middle
Ages repeatedly has been represented as both domestic and foreign, a both
historical origin and historical rupture…” (131). His essay speaks to all
medievalists and is a necessary history of the discipline’s politics.
The fourth essay in this group is the one that veers away from the
other two essays. Chapter 10, Steven Kruger’s essay “Fetishism, 1927,
1614, 1461” considers the semantics of the word fetish and traces its multiple histories, commodification, and its use in colonization. His subject of
the fetish also easily connects him with Uebel’s essay, and his interest in
the “medieval religious polemic” concerning the Jews connects him with
chapter 8, Geraldine Heng’s essay “The Romance of England: Richard
Coer de Lyon, Saracens, Jews, and the Politics of Race and Nation,” and
chapter 13, Sylvia Tomasch’s essay “Postcolonial Chaucer and the Virtual
Jew.”
Heng’s article along with Glenn Berger’s piece entitled “Cicilian
Armenian Métissage and Hetoum’s La Fleur des histoires de la terre d’Orient” can be grouped topically as the two articles concerned with the Crusades and the Latinate East. Heng’s article considers cannibalism and
racial jokes in the Middle English romance, Richard Coer de Lyon, as catalyst in creating a romance of the nation by juxtaposing the dark Islamic/
Jewish bodies in opposition. Berger’s article considers the writer Hetoum
as he creates a history of Cicilian Armenia in a middle space of cultural
multiplicities between the Christian West and the Muslim East.
The last three groups are concentrated geographically in or in reaction
to England. Chapter 3, John Bowers’ “Chaucer after Smithfield: From
Postcolonial Writer to Imperialist Author” and chapter 13, Sylvia Tomasch’s “Postcolonial Chaucer and the Virtual Jew,” both consider Chaucer’s work in light of postcolonial theory. However Bowers’ work
contends with the formation of “English” identity in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales in response to Norman French hegemony which advocates a
multicultural English-speaking nation that in consequence almost erases
French influence and origins. Tomasch concentrates her efforts on the
question of the Jew in the Canterbury Tales and their presence in both the
literature and art of the period after their expulsion from England in 1290.
Kellie Robertson’s article “Common Language and Common Profit”
focuses on the suspect quality of rise trade and vernacular translation in
late medieval England. Claire Sponsler’s chapter “Alien Nation: London’s
Aliens and Lydgate’s Mummings for the Mercers and Goldsmiths” considers the spectacle of performing foreignness which puts a generous, cos-
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mopolitan, and culturally accepting face to the hostile and xenophobic
reality of urban London. These two articles are perfect complements
because they both discuss the mercantile classes topically as well focus
periodically on late medieval England.
The last group includes Jeffrey Cohen’s article, “Hybrids, Monsters,
Borderlands: The Bodies of Gerald of Wales,” and Patricia Clare Ingham’s
piece “Marking Time: Branwen, Daughter of Llyr and the Colonial
Refrain.” These two can be categorized as the Welsh/Celtic pair because
they both consider Welsh texts. Cohen’s chapter focuses on Gerald of
Wales’ Latin work, biography, and hybrid corporeal body in the context of
the recent work emerging from Gloria Anzaldua and other Chicano/a
scholars who have been writing about the border. He makes a comparison
between Anzaldua’s concept of border culture and Gerald’s multicultural
identity in the Welsh Marches of the twelfth century. Patricia Ingham’s
piece begins with Matthew Arnold’s conflicting reactions to Celtic studies:
his pro-Celtic “sponsorship” of the discipline as well as his anthropological
urges to make it only a field of academic study and thus efface its contemporary value. She is interested in time as a form of progress that requires
“submission and loss” in the second branch of the Mabinogi, Branwen uab
Llyr (Branwen, daughter of Llyr) (12). She evaluates the second branch
with postcolonial and trauma theory as the centerpiece to her argument.
One of my few criticisms in this volume involves Ingham’s article. I find
the categorization of Welsh equated always with orality and English always
with literacy/written text a little problematic. Welsh/English classification
into these two camps is just a little too reminiscent of Arnold’s own
romantic tendencies; nor does it consider the fact that English and Welsh
can be looked upon as a primarily oral project in relation to Latinity’s
status as the written norm.
My second criticism is also one that involves a little more caution in
delegating certain languages as an absolute indication of one particular
thing. Geraldine Heng’s article is incredibly persuasive, yet I would caution against making assertions that writing in English gestures towards
creating English nationalism. Especially since Richard Coer de Lyon is a
text from the thirteenth century, I have to ask about multicultural readers.
If England is a place where several languages coexisted (Anglo-Norman
French, English, Latin, Welsh, etc.) and where manuscripts (Digby 86,
etc.) often anthologize works in several languages, why must writing in
English signal English authorship? Examples of the opposite happening
include the prologue in the French prose Tristan where the author indicates that he is an English knight writing in French. Most scholars generally believe that Marie de France was a nun writing French lays and fables
in England. In the fourteenth century, John Gower writes in Latin,
English, as well as French. In a recent talk at a medieval conference, Pro-
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fessor Jennifer Miller argued quite persuasively that the author of
La°amon’s Brut may well be Welsh writing in English and at the beginning
of his history, where he introduces himself, he actually geographically
places himself in Wales.1 Other than these minor critiques, the volume
holds a sophisticated array of thorough scholarship.
The Postcolonial Middle Ages is a dense work whose message is clear.
Cohen succinctly outlines in his introduction his plans for the volume and
also his plans for “The Medieval Future” (6). He believes that medievalists
can bring to this theoretical table and open up what the medieval may signify: by thinking continuously about the keywords in the discourse of
postcolonial theory and by “insisting on cultural, historical, even textual
specificity”; “rethink history as effective history, as history that intervenes
within the disciplinization of knowledge to loosen its sedimentation”;
“destabilize hegemonic identities (racial, ethnic, religious, class, age) by
detailing their historical contingency”; “displace the domination of Christianity” and “decenter Europe” (6–7). All these resolutions have in some
way been addressed and accomplished in this volume and Cohen and his
colleagues have sounded off a call to arms to their fellowship medievalists
who as medievalists, can bring a unique perspective to a contemporary
theoretical debate in which their input can literally reshape the field.

Dorothy Kim
University of California, Los Angeles

John Kitchen. Saints’ Lives and the Rhetoric of Gender: Male and Female
in Merovingian Hagiography. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998.
255 pp. ISBN 0195117220.
There is nothing modest in the undertaking John Kitchen has set for
himself in this provocative and densely argued monograph. In a sweeping
assessment of the past half century of scholarship on hagiography and gender, John Kitchen writes that “historians, especially those dealing with the
Merovingian sources, showed themselves and continue to show themselves, to be on the whole the most inept group of scholars ever to deal
with the religious significance of the literature.”Among the ranks of the
inept, we learn, historians of gender are the worst offenders, primarily
because they fail to ascribe to a readily identifiable methodology when
using hagiographic evidence. Kitchen, who ascribes to a “history of literature” approach, promises a study of gender in Merovingian hagiography
1Jennifer

Miller, “The View from Areley Kings.”

